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Tap into a supreme cash generator

The discount retail sector has enjoyed a boom in the past decade. The same is true of a little
known consumer goods company that supplies 3,300 customers with competitively-priced
products from leading brands, including Duracell, Dove, Oral-B, Domestos and Ariel. Some
smart fund managers invested at the recent IPO with good reason

Simon Thompson’s view:

Supreme’s (SUP) asset-light and highly cash-generative business offers investors robust

prospects of strong earnings growth and dividend growth in the years ahead. Earnings

per share are forecast to increase by 30 per cent over the next two financial years, driven

by its market-leading vaping business and a fast growing sports nutrition and vitamin

operation. The current forward earnings multiple of 13 looks a decent entry point from

which shareholders could potentially see a 30 per cent  return over the next 12 months,

as the ratings discount with peers starts to narrow.

Source: FactSet
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Bull points

1. Asset-light and scalable business model.

2. Low capital expenditure requirements.

3. High return on capital employed.

4. Strong free cash flow underpins forecast 50 per cent pay-out ratio.

5. Long-standing customer relationships.

6. Ability to launch new product lines at low cost.

7. Targeting growth markets: vaping, nutrition and LED lighting.

8. Products are non-discretionary purchases, so offer defensive characteristics.

9. Majority of customers are essential retailers.

10. Exceptional track record of growth.

Bear points

1. Potential for regulatory changes in the vaping market.

2. Limited product range.

3. Chief executive holds controlling 56 per cent stake.

Key information

Supreme (SUP)

Ticker SUP

Current price 200p

Target price 250p

Market cap £233m

52 week high 225p

52 week low 140p

Net debt £5.1m (31 March 2021)

Shares in issue 116.5m

Financial year end 31 March

Next event Annual results, June/July 2021

Website investors.supreme.co.uk
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It’s not often that you can buy shares in a newly floated company on a forward

price/earnings (PE) ratio of 13 and lock into a near 4 per cent prospective dividend yield.

But that’s the tantalising prospect offered by Supreme (SUP), a distributor and

manufacturer that sells products across five key categories: batteries (through

distribution agreements and arrangements); lighting (through licensing agreements);

vaping (predominantly own brand); sports nutrition & wellness (through own brands and

contract manufacturing agreements) and branded household consumer goods (through

distribution arrangements).

Supreme
(SUP)

Ord price: 200p Market Value: £ 233m

Touch: 198-202p 12-month high/low: 225p 140p

Dividend yield: 3.8% PE ratio: 13

Net asset value*: 12p Net debt**: 36%

Year to Revenue Pre-tax
Diluted adjusted

earnings Dividend

31 Mar (£m) profit (£m) per share (p)
per share

(p)

Year to 31 Mar Revenue
(£m) Pre-tax profit (£m) Diluted adjusted

earnings per share (p)

Dividend
per share

(p)

2019 80.2 12.7 8.9 nil

2020 92.3 13.3 9.3 nil

2021^ 122.6 16.5 11.5 5.74

2021^ 131.2 19.2 13.3 6.67

2022^ 139.3 21.6 15.0 7.52
% change
2021-2022 6% 13% 13% 13%

SETSqx

*Includes intangible assets of £1.8m, or 1p a share.

**Net debt of £5.1m at 31 March 2021 and pro forma net asset value of £14.1m at IPO on 1 February
2021.

^ Berenberg estimates.

Source: Aim Admission Document, London Stock Exchange
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A favourable entry point and decent prospects of earnings and dividend growth explain

why fund managers at Slater Investments, Blackrock, Premier Miton, Jupiter and

Canaccord Genuity snapped up 23 per cent of the issued share capital when Supreme

listed its shares on Aim in early February. It’s easy to see why, given Supreme’s

management team has grown revenue at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 17

per cent since 2015, during which time gross profit has doubled and earnings before

interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation (Ebitda) has increased seven-fold.

Founded in 1975 by the father of chief executive and 56 per cent shareholder Sandy

Chadha, Supreme entered the consumer battery distribution market in 1993. By the late

1990s, the group had become the official distributor of Panasonic, Duracell, and

Energizer batteries, subsequently adding a license to manufacture and distribute

batteries under the JCB brand.

Mr Chadha diversified the product range by obtaining a manufacturing license from

Eveready in 2007 to develop and launch a new range of lighting products for distribution

in the UK market. Building on its relationships with Energizer and JCB, Supreme

expanded its lighting product range by selling their branded lines, too.

Source: Supreme, Berenberg

In the past decade, Supreme has sold over £450m-worth of batteries and lighting

products through retail customers who manage more than 10,000 branded retail outlets.

In the last financial year, it sold around 200m batteries and 23m individual lighting

products through discount retailers, including B&M, Home Bargains, Poundland and

Asda. Moreover, because almost all its customers are essential retailers (so have been

allowed to remain open for business during the Covid-19 pandemic), Supreme offers

strong defensive qualities as end-user spend is largely non-discretionary.
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The battery and lighting segments account for 39 per cent of house broker Berenberg’s

gross profit forecast for the financial year to 31 March 2021. It’s a stable income stream,

but not the reason why earnings per share (EPS) are expected to increase 16 per cent in

the current financial year, and by a further 13 per cent in 2022/23.

That growth is set to come from other product categories, especially vaping, nutrition and

other branded household consumer goods as the group leverages its established and

growing distribution network to grow sales through six core channels:

● Discount Retailers – B&M, Home Bargains, Poundland, The Range, Matalan,

Sports Direct and Heron Foods.

● Wholesalers, e-tailers and Symbol Group Retailers – including Booker, Londis,

SPAR, Bestway, and Costcutter.

● Supermarkets and high street retailers – including Asda, Halfords, and Iceland.

● International customers – including Babou – the French discount chain with more

than 95 stores.

● Public Sector – HM Prison & Probation Service and the Scottish Prison Service

● Direct-to-consumer online.

Source: Berenberg forecasts (4 May 2021)

Vaping growth opportunity

In 2014, Supreme launched its primary e-cigarette vaping brand 88Vape in the UK

market, initially to supply discount retailers but it has since evolved into a market leader

targeting a much larger consumer base. The business also has an ancillary brand KiK and
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produces white label products for specific customers. In the 2020 financial year, Supreme

manufactured and sold 45m units of 88Vape e-liquid to give it a 30 per cent share by

volume of the UK vaping market.

Supreme sells the 88Vape e-liquid for 40p to 45p per 10ml bottle to retailers who then

sell it to consumers for 100p. This makes 88Vape by far the most affordable e-liquid

brand of scale in the UK – the average price is nearer £3 per bottle across the industry –

thus creating a competitive moat around the business in what remains a high growth

sector. It’s worth noting that the low-price point is not at the cost of quality as the content

of e-liquids is highly regulated.

Source: electrictobacconist.co.uk

There are other significant barriers to entry for new entrants into the e-liquid market

following the introduction of the EU’s Tobacco Product Directive (2016), which prohibits

television, print and radio advertising, thus protecting established brands. Outdoor

advertising is still allowed, though.
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Supreme has heavily invested in national out-of-home marketing campaigns with formats including taxis,

buses, digital screens and national motorway services.

The legislation also stipulates that every flavour of e-liquid must go through

time-consuming and expensive ingredient testing and assessment, another deterrent for

new entrants. That’s not an issue for Supreme which has in-house research and

development and testing capabilities within its Trafford Park facility, so it can create new

flavour combinations and respond quickly to changing consumer demands and trends.

The vaping business is currently producing over 60 flavours of e-liquids in varying

nicotine strengths all of which are registered with the MHRA.

Title: 88Vape's manufacturing facility will generate £100m of sales at retail prices this year.
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These factors and a disinclination by vapers to switch brands means that 88Vape is set

fair to continue growing sales in a market that analysts at Euromonitor expect to see a

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11 per cent through to 2024. This could be a

conservative estimate given that Supreme’s revenue from vaping is forecast to have

increased by 129 per cent from £17.7m to £40.6m in the three years to 31 March 2021,

representing a CAGR of 31 per cent. Furthermore, Supreme continues to expand its

network, having just completed the roll-out of 88Vape across McColl’s 1,180

convenience stores in the UK.

Vaping’s strong profits growth looks set to continue

12 months to 31 Mar 2018 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

Revenue

£17.7

m £21.0m £29.0m £40.6m £44.3m £47.8m

Gross profit £7.0m £9.4m £11.7m £14.6m £16.6m £18.7m

Profit margin 39.5% 44.8% 40.3% 36.0% 37.5% 39.1%
Source: Aim admission document, Berenberg forecasts

To put the growth potential into perspective, analysts at Euromonitor estimate that the

UK vaping product market could be worth £3.7bn in 2024, up from £2.1bn in 2019.

That’s because although the number of vapers in the UK has risen seven-fold to 3.6m

since 2012, only 7.1 per cent of UK adults use e-cigarettes. By comparison, 14.4 per cent

still use traditional cigarettes (down from 19.8 per cent in 2011).

As more smokers become vapers to reduce their frequency of smoking or to quit

completely – 60 per cent of vapers are ex-smokers and 38 per cent are dual users – then

there is clear scope for more of the 7.7m adults who still smoke tobacco to change their

habits and join the 3.6m vapers. Supreme currently sells its products to 1m of those 3.6m

adults who vape.

The cost savings aside – the average £500 annual cost of vaping kit and e-liquid is less

than the £2,000 cost for cigarettes – the public’s trend towards vaping has benefited

from general awareness as a safer alternative to smoking, endorsements by UK public

health bodies, and wider access to products both on the high street and online. The Royal

College of Physicians published a report in 2016 highlighting that the hazards from

e-cigarettes is unlikely to exceed 5 per cent of that associated with smoking tobacco, a

point that has since been endorsed by Public Health England (PHE).

The following year, British Medical Association published a paper indicating that

e-cigarettes have great potential in helping to achieve a tobacco-free society. PHE’s

advice is that smokers should switch to e-cigarettes to help them quit smoking, but that

non-smokers should not take up vaping. Of course, many still do.
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Step change in online vaping product orders

Source: Supreme

The boom in online shopping during the Covid-19 pandemic has certainly benefited

Supreme’s vaping business. Direct to consumer sales of 88Vape products have shown

significant growth. They recorded over 7,000 new customers per month with a 19 per

cent conversion rate and an average basket size of £18 for the period January to

September 2020. Management estimates that the proportion of vaping revenue

generated online increased from 8 to 20 per cent during the lockdown. It’s more

profitable, too.

That’s because Supreme still charges 100p a bottle for the e-liquid when selling directly

to the consumer, so earns more than double the 40p to 45p it makes when selling to a

retailer. Given the higher margin earned on direct to consumer sales, around 40 to 50 per

cent of divisional revenue could be earned from these sales, assuming Supreme can

achieve its long-term aim of converting a fifth of 88Vape consumers to the company’s

own online website. It would provide a substantial profit tailwind that’s not being priced

into current forecasts.

Supreme’s e-cigarettes and e-liquids are also proving popular with the country’s

prisoners. After being contacted by the UK prison service in October 2019, Supreme

developed a closed-system that can be safely used by inmates. The contract is expected
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to generate £9m of revenue in the financial year to 31 March 2021, representing a fifth of

the vaping division’s total revenue.

These multiple tailwinds drove a doubling of divisional gross profit (from £7m to £14.6m

in the three years to 31 March 2021). With untapped end-user demand still to fulfil,

analysts conservatively expect the vaping business to contribute a further £4m of gross

profit over the next two financial years, on revenue up from £40.6m to £47.8m.

Importantly, the group has capacity to increase annual production from 45m to 295m

bottles, so there are no manufacturing constraints.

Sports nutrition and wellness

Three years ago, Supreme entered the sports nutrition and wellness market when the

company invested £120,000 to purchase manufacturing equipment (from an Irish sports

nutrition maker that had gone into administration) to produce a range of protein and

other sports powders.

With additional investment, the business doubled capacity to 160,000 units per week.

The expanded offering now includes other nutrition products such as protein bars,

snacks, drinks and vitamin supplements which are sold in 1,000 stores across the UK. The

category also includes own label brands (including Protein Dynamix and gonutrition) and

contract manufacturing of a range of protein powders, snacks and drinks which are

retailed exclusively by discount retailer B&M.

Sports nutrition set fair to deliver bumper profit growth

12 months to 31 Mar 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue £2.4m £5.0m £5.7m £8.0m £9.6m

Gross profit £1.2m £2.1m £2.2m £3.0m £3.8m

Profit margin 50.0% 42.0% 38.6% 37.5% 39.6%
Source: Aim admission document, Berenberg forecasts

In the financial year to 31 March 2021, the division is expected to increase revenue 14

per cent to £5.7m, earning a solid gross margin of 39 per cent on sales. There is a huge

market to aim at. Having posted a CAGR of 19 per cent since 2015, the sports nutrition

market is estimated to be worth £1.1bn in annual sales at retail prices and is forecast to

grow at 11 per cent CAGR to 2024 (source: Euromonitor).

It is also very fragmented as only Hut Group has a share of over 10 per cent. This

highlights the opportunity for Supreme to use its existing corporate structure and

distribution network to add new brands to its offering and accelerate their growth. And

that’s exactly what management has been doing.
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For instance, last autumn Supreme made the £1m acquisition of GT Divisions, a business

that markets and sells a range of low sugar high protein bar snacks under the brand of

Battle Bites with production outsourced to a third party. The snacks are sold at a

competitive price of £1.25, significantly below that of incumbent producer Grenade bars

(£1.99 to £2.99).

It looks a smart deal as in the past 12 months the Battle Bites brand has generated gross

profit of £400,000 (on £2m sales) through distribution agreements with the likes of

Sainsbury’s and Home Bargains. Under Supreme’s ownership, gross profit should convert

entirely into Ebitda. The aim is to accelerate distribution across Supreme’s own customer

base to leverage the brand and profitability further.

In addition, Supreme has entered the vitamins market and has created its own brand,

Millions & Millions. The plan is to offer white-label products, having secured orders with

Home Bargains, B&M and HM Probation & Prison Service and the Scottish Prison

Service. Supreme is currently buying the pills from an accredited third party supplier and

bottling them at its own premises, but will look to bring all production in-house to

maximise the gross margin.

Supreme’s management has a major advertising campaign planned for the launch of Millions & Millions.

After factoring in the annualised contribution from Battle Bites and the launch of Millions

& Millions, analysts believe that Supreme’s nutrition and vitamin business could increase

gross profit from £2.2m to £3m on 40 per cent higher sales of £8m in the current
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financial year, rising to £3.8m gross profit on £9.6m sales in the 2022/23 financial year.

The earnings risk looks skewed to the upside given the underlying market growth and the

fact that Supreme is scaling production into a strong market.

Branded household consumer goods

Supreme supplies a wide range of branded household consumer goods through its sales

channels. While the division only accounted for 2 per cent of group revenue for the year

ended 31 March 2020, the acquisition of Provider Distribution in February 2020 has

been transformational.

Provider Distribution is a wholesaler of branded toiletries (Oral-B and Colgate

toothpaste, Dove soap, Head & Shoulders shampoo) and household products (Domestos,

Ariel and Pledge cleaning products) with a focus on discount retailers, wholesalers and

convenience stores. It was a smart deal as Supreme paid £3.5m for a business generating

£1.3m gross profit on revenue of £13.2m prior to acquisition. Furthermore, it has a high

degree of crossover with Supreme’s existing customer base, strengthening existing

relationships by increasing basket size.

Within 12 months of the acquisition, B&M is now one of Provider Distribution’s top three

customers, having not bought anything from the business previously. The plan is to move

the business across to Supreme’s premises in Manchester this year to generate both cost

savings and boost sales through improved integration with the group’s sales teams.

Branded household consumer goods’ profits surge post acquisition

12 months to 31 Mar 2018 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue £0.9m £0.7m £2.0m £17.0m £18.4m £19.8m

Gross profit £0.2m £0.2m £0.3m £1.9m £2.0m £2.2m

Profit margin 22.2% 28.6% 15.0% 11.2% 10.9% 11.1%
Source: Aim admission document, Berenberg forecasts

Factoring in the contribution of Provider Distribution, the branded household consumer

goods business is expected to produce a gross profit of around £2m in the 2021/22

financial year on a margin of 10.9 per cent. To put this into perspective, the division

reported a gross profit of £0.3m on revenue of £2m in the 2019/20 financial year, so

effectively the acquisition will help generate £1.7m of incremental gross profit margin, an

eye-catching return on Supreme’s £3.5m acquisition price.

Lighting distribution

In addition to the aforementioned licensing agreements with Eveready, Energizer and

JCB, Supreme also provides white label lighting products to a major discount retailer. It

supplies a range of OEM lighting products with custom branded packaging and point of
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sale displays. In 2019, the acquisition of the trade and assets of LED Hut, an established

supplier of LED lighting to trade and online (predominantly through its own brand

Lumilife), expanded the group’s range of LED products to replace the less efficient light

bulbs which are being phased out by European regulation.

Following several years of deflation in the lighting market as LEDs with long life spans

replaced halogen bulbs, there are prospects of the market returning to growth. That’s

because LED bulbs are the only ones available and lifespans have shortened from 10

years to three years as manufacturers seek to reduce price points. In this changing

market, consumers are likely to seek out value price points, especially from discount

retailers which account for the majority of Supreme’s sales.

Analysts at Euromonitor are expecting a CAGR of 4.8 per cent (2020 to 2024 forecast

period) in the UK lighting market now that the transition from halogen to LED is

complete. This  underpins Berenberg’s expectations of 13 per cent cumulative revenue

growth over the next two financial years.

Lighting division has brightening profit prospects

12 months to 31 Mar 2018 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue £20.9m £22.7m £25.3m £27.4m £29.3m £31.0m

Gross profit £4.5m £6.0m £8.5m £8.8m £9.1m £9.5m

Profit margin 21.5% 26.4% 33.6% 32.1% 31.1% 30.6%
Source: Aim admission document, Berenberg forecasts

Batteries distribution

Statista estimates the UK battery market was worth £610m in 2019 and Mordor

Intelligence expects the overall European market to grow by a CAGR of 8.6 per cent over

the next five years. However, the directors believe the majority of growth will come from

battery types outside the group’s core products. Competitors to Supreme include battery

brands selling directly to customers and distribution businesses such as Anand

International and Baruch Enterprises.

Whilst batteries are predominantly sourced directly from the brands, Supreme provides

white label batteries to a major UK supermarket and has developed higher margin models

for licensing and contract manufacturing. The way this works is that, in return for a

royalty, Supreme manufactures batteries using third parties and distributes licenced

branded consumer batteries.

The consensus is that the gross profit contribution from Supreme’s battery division will

be flat at £3.1m over the next couple of years on a margin of around 10 per cent, but the

division is still a stable contributor of profit and cashflow that can be recycled into higher

growth businesses as well as deleveraging the balance sheet.
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Battery division has flat profit prospects

12 months to 31 Mar 2018 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E
Revenue £33.4m £33.4m £30.9m £31.9m £31.2m £30.9m

Gross profit £3.8m £3.4m £3.3m £3.2m £3.1m £3.1m

Profit margin 11.4% 10.2% 10.7% 10.0% 9.9% 10.0%
Source: Aim admission document, Berenberg forecasts

An asset-light business with strong financials

Supreme is a business that requires minimal capital expenditure (capex). In fact, it has

averaged less than £1m over the past five financial years, or less than one per cent of

annual sales.

This reflects the fact that the lighting and battery businesses are distributors, buying

products from suppliers or manufacturers directly and then selling them to retailers. This

simple business model explains why Supreme has been able to create two businesses

generating combined sales of £59m and producing £12m of gross profit with very little

capital investment.

The vaping business is hardly capital intensive either. Supreme has invested a total of

£3.7m in the past four financial years to reach its current capacity – it could sell 100m

bottles this year – and volumes would have to quadruple before more investment is

required. Even the sports nutrition business has low capital requirements as Supreme has

invested only £340,000 to give it an annual capacity of 2m powder products.

The group’s asset light business model is highlighted by the fact that proforma net assets

of £14.1m at the time of the Aim listing in February 2021 included fixed assets of £6.6m

and net current assets of £14.8m with a liquidity ratio of 1.5 times.

Analysts expect net assets to have increased to £18.9m at the 31 March 2021 financial

year end (confirmation at annual results in June/July) and guidance points to closing net

debt of £5.1m. That’s a modest amount of capital for a business that is forecast to make

an operating profit of £17.3m in the 2020/21 financial year, rising to £19.4m in the

current year.

Supreme’s modest working capital requirements reflect the fact that products

manufactured by the group (vaping e-liquids and sports nutrition powder) are growing

strongly and cash requirements can be managed accordingly to sweat the balance sheet.

It also helps that these are high gross margin products, so input costs are low in relation

to the wholesale price received.

By contrast, lower margin batteries and lighting are sourced from China and working

capital is tied up in those products while in transit. Supreme sometimes needs to pay in
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advance, too. However, batteries and lighting now account for less than half of annual

sales, down from 74 per cent in the 2018 financial year, so the working capital intensity is

diminishing.

As a result of Supreme’s low capex and working capital requirements, the directors can

operate with relatively modest levels of capital and generate eye-catching returns on

capital. For instance, return on capital employed is forecast to be 74 per cent in the

2020/21 financial year. Supreme also boasts an eye-watering cash conversion rate.

In the current financial year, analysts at Berenberg expect free cash flow of £14.5m

(12.5p a share) from net income of £15.5m, implying a cash conversion rate of 94 per

cent. Between 2015 and 2020, Supreme averaged a cash conversion rate over 75 per

cent.

Supreme’s robust free cash flow generation

Financial year

to 31 Mar

Adjusted operating

profit Free cash flow

2019 £13.1m £5.2m

2020 £14.7m £14.7m

2021E £17.3m £10.7m

2022E £19.4m £14.6m

2023E £21.8m £16.8m

...which supports a well-covered and progressive dividend

Financial year

to 31 Mar

Free cash flow per

share Dividend per share

2019 4.48p 0.00p

2020 12.61p 0.00p

2021E 9.17p 5.74p

2022E 12.51p 6.67p

2023E 14.44p 7.52p
Source: Aim admission document, Berenberg estimates (5 May 2021)

With low capital requirements and strong cash flow performance, Supreme’s board can

deleverage the balance sheet. Net debt declined from £18.3m to £5.1m in the six months

to 31 March 2021 of which only £7.5m was the net proceeds from the IPO. It can adopt a

generous pay-out policy, too.
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Berenberg expects the board to declare cumulative dividends per share of almost 20p

from earnings per share (EPS) of 39.9p for the 2021 to 2023 financial years, implying an

attractive forward dividend yield of 3.8 per cent for 2022/23.

There is even the possibility of a special dividend as net cash could hit £12.1m (10.4p a

share) by March 2021 even after factoring in those pay-outs.

Peer group comparison

Supreme valuation metrics

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E
PE ratio 22.3 21.5 17.4 15 13.3

Price-to-book value 55.7 57.2 12.3 8.8 6.6

Free cash flow yield 2.2% 6.3% 4.6% 6.3% 7.2%

Dividend yield nil nil 2.9% 3.3% 3.8%

Enterprise valuation/Sales 3.2 2.7 1.9 1.8 1.6

Enterprise valuation/Ebitda 17.2 15.5 12.6 10.9 9.4

Enterprise valuation/Operating profit 19.4 17.1 13.7 11.9 10.1

Enterprise valuation/Free cash flow 48.9 17.1 22.1 15.8 13.2

Enterprise valuation/Capital Employed 11.4 11.6 9.4 8.6 6.3
Source: Aim admission document, Berenberg estimates (5 May 2021)
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In terms of customer peers, there is only one company listed on the UK stock market,

discount retailer B&M European Value Retail, one of Supreme’s customers and a £5.7bn

market capitalisation FTSE 100 constituent.

Supreme offers far better value on all measures. On a two-year forecast period, the

shares trade on a forward PE ratio of 13.3 after factoring in 30 per cent EPS growth. By

comparison, B&M is trading on a PE ratio of 15 for the 2023 financial year (31 March

year-end) after factoring in a modest 4 per cent EPS growth (Peel Hunt forecasts).

There is certainly a case to be made that Supreme’s shares should be trading on a higher

earnings multiple than B&M given its higher forecast earnings growth. Not only is

Supreme's cash flow yield of 7.5 per cent half a point higher than B&M, it pays out a much

higher proportion of cash flow as dividends. In fact, Supreme’s prospective dividend yield

of 3.8 per cent is almost double B&M’s 2.1 per cent prospective yield.

Another comparison is with manufacturers of consumer goods. The peer group here

consists of AG Barr, Britvic, Hotel Chocolat, Reckitt Benckiser, Nichols, PZ Cussons and

Unilever. Supreme’s branded consumer group products (vaping, sports nutrition and

vitamins) certainly share some characteristics with these groups, albeit it lacks the

international focus and scale of its larger peers.

Perhaps, a blended approach to valuation is the best approach to adopt given that

Supreme’s distribution activities (batteries, lighting and household goods) also share

similar characteristics with much larger FTSE 250 distributors such as

Electrocomponents, Diploma and Bunzl.

Taking a simple average of all three groups – B&M, manufacturers of consumer goods,

and distributors – produces a 2022 PE ratio of 19.7 and dividend yield of 2.6 per cent

(source: Berenberg, Bloomberg). By comparison, Supreme trades on a 2022 PE ratio of

15 and offers a 3.3 per cent prospective dividend yield. That’s an attractive valuation

even after factoring in a small-cap liquidity discount.

Meet the management

The group’s chair is 54-year old Paul McDonald, the former finance director of B&M

European Value Retail who held that position through the IPO in 2014 until he retired

from the board in November 2020. During his tenure at the UK’s leading variety goods

value retailer, revenue and Ebitda increased from £764m and £62.8m in 2012, to £3.8bn

and £342m in 2020, respectively. McDonald has over 25 years of experience in the

discount retail sector, having also held senior roles at Littlewoods, Ethel Austin and TJ

Hughes.
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Chief executive Sandy Chadha joined the business from school and has been involved in

the management of Supreme since 1988.  He has been responsible for establishing the

business in its current form including the entry into batteries, the substantial growth

seen since 2008, leveraging customer relationships to create the lighting category and

identifying the opportunity to develop a market leading vaping business and a sports

nutrition and wellness business. He holds 56.76 per cent of the 116.5m shares in issue

including family interests, so is heavily invested in the success of the group.

Chief financial officer Suzanne Smith joined Supreme in August 2020, having spent 15

years in high growth businesses with varied corporate structures, spanning

manufacturing, distribution, and software. Companies she has worked for include

4imprint Group, Brand Addition (now The Pebble Group) and Fourth Limited. Smith was

part of the management team that led Fourth Limited through its sale to Insight Venture

Partners in 2016 and then to Marlin Equity Partners in 2019 during which time the

business experienced significant organic and investment-led growth and geographical

expansion. She is a Chartered Accountant having qualified at PricewaterhouseCoopers in

Audit and Corporate Finance.

Supreme has two non-executive directors: Mark Cashmore and Simon Lord.

Cashmore served from 2006 and 2018 as chief executive at Connect Group (previously

Smiths News), a listed specialist distribution group that demerged from WH Smith in

2006. Connect operates mainly in the business to business market and is focused on

serving high volume, time sensitive early morning deliveries and the demands of mixed

and irregular freight. Prior to joining Smiths News in 1999, the 60-year old held senior

positions in several news distribution businesses, including United Magazine

Distribution, USM and Seymour Distribution.

Lord is a corporate finance and mergers and acquisition specialist with over 20 years’

experience leading transactions in a variety of sectors including tech enabled support

services and industrials. He has significant private equity experience and has acted for

both buyers and sellers on behalf of financial institutions and owner managers. He is

currently a Managing Partner at Arete Capital Partners, a multi-family office investment

business based in Manchester.

The five directors and members of the senior management team were paid £560,000 in

salary in the 2020 financial year, hardly an excessive amount considering the business

made an underlying operating profit of £14.7m that year.

Post the Aim Admission, both Chadha and Smith have been issued with share options

under Supreme’s Unapproved Share Option Scheme 2021. Chadha’s two options (2.5 per

cent each of the issued share capital) will only become exercisable if the total shareholder

return per share from Admission until the third and fifth anniversaries is at least 100 per
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cent and 200 per cent, respectively, of the 134p placing price. He has a strong incentive

to drive shareholder returns in the coming years.

Smith’s performance conditions are less onerous, being an average annual total

shareholder return of 10 per cent over a three-year period for the option to be fully

exercisable. Nonetheless, with a potential 100 per cent pay-out of her annual salary, she

is heavily incentivised too.

Major shareholders

The share register is dominated by the five institutions who acquired 24.24 per cent of

the share capital in the £58m placing in February at the time of the IPO, and by Chadha’s

56.76 per cent stake. This means that 81 per cent of the 116.5m shares in issue are

controlled by just five shareholders, and the free float is 43.2 per cent. However, the

shares are still readily tradeable on a bid-offer spread of 4p with individual bargains as

large as 10,000 shares going through the market in the past fortnight.

The lower than average liquidity does mean that price moves can be accentuated, a factor

that could work in investors’ favour if positive news emerges and given the potential for

Supreme to outperform earnings forecasts in the market.

Supreme significant shareholders

Shareholder
Percentage

(%)

Sandy Chadha 56.76

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management 5.89

Blackrock Investment Management 4.94

Slater Investments 4.81

Premier Miton 4.51

Jupiter Fund Management 4.12

Total 81.03

Source: Aim admission document, London Stock Exchange regulatory filings
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Target price

Supreme’s shares trade on a PE ratio of 13.2 for the 2022/23 financial year, a low rating

for a company that offers a free cash flow yield of 7.5 per cent, which supports a

progressive dividend policy and 3.8 per cent dividend yield for that reporting period. The

modest forward earnings multiple is also attractive in relation to the earnings growth

predicted: 16.3 and 12.8 per cent, respectively, for the next two financial years.

Moreover, there is a strong case to be made that the shares shouldn’t be trading on a

five-point discount to the peer group PE ratio average of 19.7 for the 2021/22 financial

year given prospects for double-digit earnings growth.

My fair value of 250p is based on a target PE ratio of 16.5 for the 2022/23 financial year.

Factor in the 2021 and 2022 (31 March year-end) cumulative dividends per share of

12.2p and the shares offer potential to generate a 30 per cent total return over a

12-month holding period, and perhaps more. Buy.

Risk assessment

Customer risk. Supreme derives over 50 per cent of its sales from its top 10 customers

and the loss of, or a significant reduction in, sales to any of these customers could

materially and adversely affect the business. Notwithstanding the long-term business

relationships with major customers, there is no guarantee that their demands can be

accurately forecast. In addition, any adverse changes in the relationships with major

customers or in the key commercial arrangements with them, such as purchase price,

could materially and adversely affect the results of operations.

Furthermore, the group’s performance largely relies on its customers’ ability to market

and sell products manufactured or supplied by Supreme. Customers’ sales and marketing

efforts and strategies are not within the control of Supreme, and any material changes to

their sales and marketing strategies may in turn adversely impact the group.

There are several factors mitigating these risks. The company directors note that on a per

square foot basis Supreme’s vaping products, its major profit generator, produce more

profit for its customers than any other product in their stores. Also, when the company

has been asked by customers to lower its prices, it has done so with white-label brands.

Customers have been inclined to stick with Supreme’s branded products given their

higher rate of sales relative to unbranded lines, thus highlighting the highly competitive

pricing of its products and the benefit of its long-term relationships with retail customers.

Economic environment. Although the UK economy is bouncing back from the Covid-19

pandemic recession, the recovery is far from even as there are millions of consumers who
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have been badly impacted. If anything, Supreme is a beneficiary, as more cash strapped

consumers will now be far more price conscious than prior to the pandemic, so are more

inclined to shop at the discounters where Supreme sells the majority of its products.

Currency risk. Due to the international nature of its business, Supreme is exposed to

changes in foreign currency rates. Supreme’s functional currency used in its financial

statements is sterling. However, it conducts transactions in other currencies including the

euro and US dollar. To mitigate currency risk, the group hedges its foreign exchange

exposure 12 months’ forward.

Regulation and taxation of the vaping industry. Vaping is a recent innovation compared

to traditional cigarettes, with e-cigarette products being introduced to the European

market 14 years ago. Accordingly, there are no long-term health studies of the effect of

vaping on users. Whilst recent reports (e.g. Public Health England’s Evidence update

review of e-cigarettes dated March 2020) tend to support vaping as being substantially

less harmful than smoking and a potential aid to cease smoking, future reports may take a

different view based on longer term studies which may affect Supreme’s revenues and

profits.

Furthermore, as vaping devices have become more popular in recent years, there is a risk

of government action to introduce more stringent laws to regulate this rising substitute

for conventional tobacco which could include the prohibition of vaping in public spaces. If

vaping leads to a reduction in traditional smoking, the government may look to any

replacement, e.g. vaping, for additional taxes to make up some or all the shortfall. Tobacco

duty revenues (excluding VAT) were estimated by the Tobacco Manufacturers’

Association to be £9.3bn in the UK for the tax year from 6 April 2018 to 5 April 2019.
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